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VERONA — Recent accounts from inmates at Middle River Regional Jail have shed 
light on the growing threat of COVID-19. Inmates now find themselves bunking with 
the pandemic. 

25 officers, 4 nurses and 15 inmates have tested positive for COVID-19 as of Nov. 24. 
There are still a number of people who are quarantining at home, waiting for their test 
results, according to a press release from MRRJ.  

While officers and nurses have the option to avoid the crowd, the inmates don't get 
that luxury. 



MRRJ conducted a spot test only on two housing units and people who showed 
symptoms. Out of the 76 inmates tested, 15 inmates have tested positive for COVID-
19. 

 

Kandi Harner, 32, was one of those 15. She was told she tested positive on Nov. 24. 

Harner had been working a laundry job in the jail and she said that she was sent back 
to her pod after she suffered from nausea, a sore chest and an excruciating headache.  

Her pod consists of 35 women, 10 of whom tested positive for COVID-19. Harner 
said that none of the 10 women were removed from the pod. 



“They still haven’t done anything for us or changed anything, short of giving us a 
mask,” Harner said by phone from the jail Tuesday. “This morning they tried to send 
me to work again but I refused to go because I’m feeling so bad.” 

The News Leader contacted Superintendent Jeff Newton late Tuesday afternoon, and 
he confirmed that some inmates who have tested positive will not go into isolation. 

“The fact that they don’t have any significant symptoms, they just happened to have 
tested positive, they’re going to stay right where they are. We’ll continue to monitor 
them. If somebody develops significant symptoms, medical staff will respond to that 
but otherwise the plan is to leave them wherever they’re at,” Newton said. 

Only of those who have significant symptoms are being relocated to the jail's "critical 
space," Newton said.  

The jail currently has about 865 people incarcerated. The MRRJ was originally built 
to host 396 inmates, but the jail has gone over capacity by double- and triple-bunking 
residents to maximize the space.  

David Ledbetter, the Waynesboro's Commonwealth Attorney, said he thinks that 
diminishing the incarcerated population is a critical step in helping the jail handle the 
outbreak.  

Ledbetter spoke with Newton about how they plan to reduce the jail population, which 
is now almost as much as it was before the pandemic started. 

"We've been working with [MRRJ] to put people out on home electronic 
incarceration," Ledbetter said.  

Ledbetter and MRRJ are also coordinating delays in court dates for people who have 
to serve jail time until after Christmas. Ledbetter said that the two actions are a step in 
the right direction, but there may be more steps that need to be taken in the future.  

Nancy Insco, the founder and CEO of The Institute for Reform & Solutions, said that 
current outbreak was always on the horizon. 



"I think they were extremely fortunate for a few months, but it was inevitable," Insco 
said.  

She believes that it will be a big challenge for MRRJ to fight through the outbreak. 
She gets calls from inmates almost everyday who tell her that they are scared. "That's 
understandable," she said.  

The jail's vulnerability to an outbreak is due to a perfect storm of conditions. Insco 
said that it is recommended that people exercise, get fresh air and socially distance — 
which isn't always possible behind bars. 

Additionally, the general situation of being incarcerated poses its own health 
concerns.  

"Nobody goes to jail healthy," Insco said. 

In response to the growing outbreak, MRRJ is planning a mass testing on Nov. 25.  

“We’re going to wait and see what the results of the mass test are, see what the 
presence is in the facility and respond to it appropriately,” Newton said.  

Newton has addressed that all inmate trustees will not be working throughout the jail. 
He will be consulting with Dr. Laura Kornegay, the Director of the Central 
Shenandoah Health District to formulate a plan after the mass testing.  

 


